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The Do’s and Don’ts
Notice:
•Do not place the machine in an unstable, tilted, and vibrated position.
•Check the circuit once a week and check the equipment once a month.
•Please bring fire extinguisher to ensure the safety of the place. When the staff
gets off work, cut off the power of the equipment.
•Pay attention to the protection circuit to prevent pests from damaging the
circuit.
•Do not place the machine in a place where it is exposed to direct sunlight to
avoid damage to internal parts of the machine.
•The device must be grounded. The three-plug power supply of this device must
be plugged into a grounded power outlet.
•There are precision equipment inside the equipment, please do not drop it or
subject it to physical impact.
•It is strictly forbidden to move the machine closer to objects with high magnetic
fields or strong radio waves.
•This machine is not waterproof. To prevent fire or electric shock, do not allow
any liquid to intrude into the machine or expose it to dripping or moisture.
•This machine is not fireproof. Do not expose it to any source of ignition.
•Do not touch the power plug with wet hands.
•Do not scratch, cut or bend the power cord excessively.
•Do not place heavy objects on the power cord.
•Do not use a power cord with damaged insulation.
•Do not allow non-professionals to overhaul the machine at will, and cut off the power before
servicing.
•These metal frames will keep the whole game machine standing firm on the ground and
against tilting. For safety, do install and fix the metal frames.
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（1）. Introduction To Game Scenes
Inserts coins and select one of the game scenes to start.
There are total 6 scenes, 3 normal ones and 3 ones with bosses.
Player can select game scene freely to start challenge. When he finishes one, he can select any other one to
continue challenge.
Normal Scenes：

Training griund

Skys Craper

Museum

BOSS Scenes：

Oebris

Wilderness

Machinery City

（2）. Introduction To The Game Interface

Ticket Redemption Version
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① TIME：
It shows the remaining game time. When monster attacks successfully, game time will be deducted. The
game will end when the game time becomes 0.
② SCORE：
It displays the current score obtained by the player. Players can get points by beating down monsters. The
higher the score, the more tickets will be awarded.
③ TICKET：
It displays the number of tickets that can be redeemed by the player's current score.
④ Ordinary Monster：
Players get points after beating down ordinary monsters.
⑤ Gold Monster：
After killing the gold monster, players will be rewarded some tickets.
⑥BOSS Monster：
Boss monster is more powerful than ordinary monster, player needs to play more skillfully to beat down the
boss monster, and then he will obtain more points after killing it.
⑦BOSS monster life span：
It shows the life span of the boss mosnter.When it comes to 0, Boss monster dies.
Capsule Redemption Version

①TIME：
It shows the remaining game time. When monster attacks successfully, game time will be deducted. The
game will end when the game time becomes 0.
②SCORE：
It displays the current score obtained by the player. Players can get points by beating down monsters.
③PRIZE：
Kill the monster to increase the capsule energy. When the energy is getting full, the capsule will be
rewarded.
④Ordinary monster：
After killing ordinary monsters, players get points and capsule energy rewards.
⑤Gold monster：
After killing the gold monsters, players will get large scores and more capsule energy rewards.
⑥BOSS monster：
It is more powerful than ordinary monster. Player needs to play more skillfully to beat it down, and he will
be rewarded more points and capsule energy.
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⑦BOSS life span：
This shows the life span of boss monster. When it turns to zero, boss monster dies.

（3）. Introduction to The Game Scenes
Normal Scenes：

Training griund

Skys Craper

Museum

Scenes with Boss Monster：

Oebris

Wilderness

Machinery City

（4）. Introduction to The Gameplay
1.Insert coin(s) and choose game scene;
2.Choose 1 scene, and press CONFIRM button or swing the ball to hit the screen to start the game.
3.During the game, players should aim at the monsters on the screen, quickly smash the ball to the monster to
beat them down and avoid being attacked by them.
Beat down ordinary monsters to collect points(capsule energy); Beat down gold monsters to win some
extra tickets; Beat down boss monsters to get big points.
Game time will be deducted after being attacked by monsters. If all monsters are killed within the
specified time, player win the challenge. After successful challenge, players can continue to choose other
challenge levels.
If the time is over and the monster has not been killed out, the challenge fails. If the challenge fails, player
needs to put in credits to continue the game.
4. After the challenge is completed, the game will be settled, and player will be rewarded tickets according to
the scores of players.
For capsule redemption version, capsule will be rewarded after the capsule energy is full.
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GAME SETTINGS
（1）.Main Menu
1. Basic Setting：Enter basic setting
2. Input Test：Enter input-test
3. Output Test：Enter output-test
4. Game Reset：Enter game-reset
5. Date/Time Setting：Enter date/time setting
6. Bookkeeping：Enter bookkeeping
7. Save&Exit：Save changes and return to the game.
8. Exit：Return to the game without saving

（2）.Basic Setting
1.

Free Play： Choose payment method
NO： Need to insert coins
YES： Press key to start

2.

Reward Type： Choose reward type
Ticket： Ticket reward
Prize： Prize reward
No Reward： No reward

3.

Volume： Set game volume
Range：0%~100%

4.

Attract Mode： Set standby background music ON or OFF
ON： Standby music ON
OFF： Standby music OFF

5.

Coin Per Game： Set how many coins for one game

6.

Score To Ticket：Set how many scores for 1 ticket(Hidden when reward type is Prize Reward or No Reward)

Range：1~10
Range：100~30000
7.

Game Time： Set game time
Range：60~200

8.

Gold Monster Ticket：Set how many tickets for 1 gold monster.
Range：5~60

9.

Cheating Prevention：Set the function of Cheating Prevention ON or OFF
NO： Switch off Cheating Prevention
YES： Switch on Cheating Prevention

10. Coins Per Prize：Set the value of a prize(This option will be shown when it is Prize Reward)
Range：1~50Coin/1prize

11. Return：Return to previous menu
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（3）.Input Test
1. 1P Coin：

Test coin acceptor of player 1

Close： No coin in
Open： Coin in
2. 2P Coin： Test coin acceptor of player 2
Close： No coin in
Open： Coin in
3. P1_StartButton： Test Start Button of player 1
Close： Button is not pressed
Open： Button is pressed
4. P1_SelectButton： Test Select Button of player 1
Close： Button is not pressed
Open： Buttong is pressed
5. P2_StartButton： Test Start Button of player 2
Close： Button is not pressed
Open： Button is pressed
6. P2_SelectButton： Test Select Button of player 2
Close： Button is not pressed
Open： Button is pressed
7. P1_Infared1： Test sensor 1 of swinging robe of player 1
Close： Sensor is not blocked
Open： Sensor is blocked
8. P1_Infared2： Test sensor 2 of swinging robe of player 1
Close： Sensor is not blocked
Open： Sensor is blocked
9. P2_Infared1： Test sensor 1 of swinging robe of player 2
Close： Sensor is not blocked
Open： Sensor is blocked
10. P2_Infared2： Test sensor 2 of swinging robe of player 2
Close： Sensor is not blocked
Open： Sensor is blocked
11. Return： Return to previous menu

（4）.Output Test
1.

Ticket Test： Test all ticket dispensers

2.

Prize Test： Test all capsule devices

3.

P1_StartLight： Test StartButton lamp of player 1

4.

P1_SelectLight： Test SelectButton lamp of player 1

5.

P2_StartLight： Test StartButton lamp of player 2

6.

P2_SelectLight： Test SelectButton lamp of player 2

7.

P1_ScreenRoundLight： Test screen frame lamp of player 1

8.

P2_ScreenRoundLight： Test screen frame lamp of player 2

9.

BoxLight P1： Test signage box lamp of player 1
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10. BoxLight P2： Test signage box lamp of player 2
11. Return： Return to previous menu

（5）.Game Reset
1.

Factory Restore： Restore all data to factory default value

2.

Clean All Records： Clear all of the game records

3.

Clean Owe Ticket： Clear owing tickets

4.

Clean Unused Coin： Clear unused credits

5.

Return： Return to prevous menu

（6）.Date/Time Setting

（7）.Bookkeeping
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